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freezing of oil or water in low temperatures. We carried a French
heating device called Therm-X which kept the engines warm when
the planes were grounded. The engine radiators were equipped
with shutters. Even more important, the bottom of the hull was
fitted with longitudinal strakes that gave it a grooved appearance
and made it steer straight on ice or snow.
Instrument-makers besieged us to carry their latest inventions,
with the result that our pilots' dashboards were probably as well
equipped as those of any planes that had ever flown up to that
time. We had gyroscopes for blind flying and several special com-
passes adapted for use near the Magnetic Pole, where the pull is
weak and compass oscillations swing over an arc of 180 degrees.
The most interesting gadget was a new sun compass invented by
Goerz, of Germany.  This worked through a small periscope on
the deck in front of the pilot's wind-shield.  At approximately the
moment of the take-off, the ship would be headed in its true course
and the periscope turned straight toward the sun.   A clockwork
mechanism was then started which rotated the periscope aL a rate
exactly to compensate for the turn of the earth. Thus the periscope
would always keep pointing at the sun. A series of reflectors threw
an image of the sun's disc upon a ground-glass dial on the dash-
board. As long, therefore, as the disc image appeared at the centre
of the dial, the pilot was on his course. This compass, however, did
not  allow for drift.   Consequently, the ship might be merely
paralleling its  true  course  when  the  compass  was  registering
correctness of route.  This actually happened on the flight north.
But enough of these technicalities. The next day after the arrival
of the Hobby at Kings Bay, we all went ashore to live until we
started for the unknown, distributing ourselves through the com-
pany cottages and station buildings.  Out at the edge of the ice
the company's steamer, Knut Stytaluren, which had just brought
up the directors for the summer's mining operation, lay beside the
Farm and Hobby. On April 15 the master of this sturdy, sheathed
little vessel grew impatient and tackled the ice, breaking a three-
mile track through to the quay much more easily than anyone
expected.  The Farm and Hobby followed, and on the sixteenth
the work of unloading the Hobby began.
With what eager interest I watched everything!  It was all new

